
The reward - You need to find THE reward and how to best deliver
it. This can be food or a toy, or a combination of both. Make sure that you
deliver the reward how your dog enjoys it the most. If you are using a toy,
make sure the trail layer and yourself give it the best game! We recommend to
use this reward for Mantrailing only if you want your dog to be the best
possible. This reward might stay the same but it might change. So please always
consider to change your reward, if your dog for example gets easily distracted on
the trail. 
Examples: Cat food, dog wet food - McDonalds for dogs, tuna with joghurt, ball on rope, squeaky toy. 
Tip: Licking releases endorphins. If you are using food as a reward, spread it out in the little tupper ware
boxes so they need to really lick it all out. But please consider the frustration level of your dog.  

The right trail layer – Your trail layers are part of your training team. They need to be able to deliver the
reward in a way the dog enjoys and is comfortable with. The dog needs to want to find the trail layer without
any hesitation. This might need some building up. If your dog is nervous, be sure to choose a trail layer the
dog is familiar with at the beginning. The trail layers need to be adaptable to each dog and follow the
instructions of the handler and not test the dog on the trail. 

A qualified Mantrailing Instructor – The instructor is part of the team. They need to be able to help you
and your dog be the best you can be. Work with you on an individual basis. There is no “one-shoe-fits-all”.
The instructor should work their own dog on a regular basis. All dog trainers/instructors/handlers are work in
progress, no matter how long they have trained for. 
The instructors should be open to putting new tools in their tool boxes 
by attending workshops, webinars etc from other instructors.

8 Tips to become a
good Mantrailer
B Y  L I S A  G O R E N F L O ,  M A N T R A I L I N G  U K



Building a solid foundation – We believe that this is the most important part in all dog training. Don´t be
scared to work on your foundation even if you have trailed for years. This foundation is what it all comes
down to when the trails become difficult or in a real life operation. The dog and handler need to understand
the game. Build it up in a fun and easy to understand way. If you´ve pushed it a bit too far, take a step
back.

Things go wrong - and that´s ok. Be honest with yourself when training and be open to different
approaches to solve a problem. Find out what works best for you and your dog together with
your instructor.

Be a lead handler, not a lead holder – The lead between you and your dog is like a communication line.
You can feel the tension on the lead if your dog for example picks up the trail again. It is also there for
safety. When dogs go into trailing mode and you are in an urban environment you need to be able to make
sure that you can keep your dog safe but still not hinder him/her in doing his/her job. Handling the long
line needs to become a habit and can be practiced. Tip: Walk your dog on a 10m long line. The goal is for
the long line not to get tangled and not to touch the ground.

Reading your dog – This is the most difficult part of being a trailing dog handler. Your dog is so much
better at using his/her nose that you need to learn to communicate. In this case, the dog knows best. Trust
your dog but work on building up the communication, you are a team of two after all. The body language on
the trail is individual to every dog. Take all signs into consideration, tail, ears, head, how they walk, etc. Set
up exercises to see how your dog reacts for example a trail that suddenly ends.

No Start, no Trail – Work on good starts. If you don´t have a
start, you don´t have a trail. So make sure you and your dog are able to proof
all starts in different environments, high-and low distractive as well as
different levels of contamination. Start with the least distraction possible.
Tip: The target sniffing exercise helps you to teach your dog to take scent on cue and wherever you are
pointing towards, for example a door handle. This ensures that your dog has the scent and that the dog
makes a positive connection with the scent article. 


